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SOLVE COUNCIL MERGERS OR LOSE NATIONALS SUPPORT  
 
If the National Party can’t get Liberal Party support to cancel all contested NSW 
council amalgamations and de-merge all forced mergers then the party should 
split with the Liberals, according to a leading country activist.  
 
John Knight representing the Save Gundagai Shire (SGS) told a major Network 
NSW regional rally in Queanbeyan today that the Liberal Party does not care 
about rural and regional communities.  
 
In reference to Coogee MP Bruce Notley-Smith calling anti-merger supporters 
“turkeys” Knight said the Liberal Party “thinks we are turkeys. This is insulting.  
 
“This is a member of the Liberal Party thumbing their nose at those that disagree 
with council mergers. The Nationals have to stand up to the Liberals right now.  
 
“If you can’t get the Liberal Party to agree to drop all legally contested mergers 
and de-merge all contested forced amalgamations then the Nationals have no 
choice but to join with the Labor Party and pass their proposed anti-merger 
legislation as soon as possible,” Knight told the rally.  
 
“Otherwise the Nationals need to leave the Coalition and bring this corrupt 
government down. We are not going to forget this betrayal but you can start to 
undo the damage. This is your last chance,” Knight added.  
 
Knight is a small business owner with businesses in Gundagai and Tumut. He 
previously ran the Wagga Sales Yard the largest livestock market in Australia. He is 
an ex Paramedic, had six years with the RAAF. He‘s a former Nationals member 
and was five years on the Central Council.  
 
The rally included representatives from Gundagai, Cabonne, Sydney, 
Tumbarumba, Bombala, Palerang, Queanbeyan, Tumut, Cootamundra, Harden, 
Young, Boorowa, and many other country towns affected by the State 
Government’s amalgamation policy.  
 

Contact John Knight 0403 748 420 


